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Abstract
Previous data [Prince, S.J.D., & Eagle, R.A., (1999). Size-disparity correlation in human binocular depth perception.
Proceedings of the Royal Society of London B, 266, 1361–1365] have demonstrated that the upper disparity limit for stereopsis
(DMax) is considerably smaller in filtered noise stereograms than in isolated Gabor patches of the same spatial frequency. This
discrepancy is not currently understood. Here, the solution of the correspondence problem for bandpass stereograms was further
examined. On each trial observers were presented with two one-dimensional Gabor stimuli containing disparities of equal
magnitude but opposite sign. Subjects were required to indicate which interval contained the crossed disparity stimulus. It was
found that matching behaviour changed as a function of Gabor envelope size. As a function of disparity magnitude, performance
cycled between mostly correct and mostly incorrect at large envelope sizes but was always correct at small envelope sizes. At
intermediate envelope sizes performance was cyclical at small disparities but always correct at large disparities. The critical
envelope size at which performance changed from mostly correct to mostly incorrect at 270° phase disparity was used as a measure
of the matching performance as other parameters of the Gabor were varied. Both absolute and relative contrast were shown to
influence the perceived sign of matches. Critical envelope size was also found to decrease as a function of spatial frequency, but
more slowly than a phase-based limit would predict. These data cannot be predicted by current models of stereopsis, and can be
used to constrain future models. © 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The correspondence process in stereo vision refers to
the matching of features between the two eyes’ views
such that binocular disparity can be measured. There is
currently no consensus on how this problem is solved in
the human visual system. The most prominent current
model of disparity encoding is based on physiological
measurements from cat area 17 (Ohzawa, DeAngelis &
Freeman, 1996, 1997). This ‘phase disparity model’
proposes that disparity is encoded by structural differ-
ences in left- and right-eye receptive fields which have
the same mean position (Ohzawa, DeAngelis & Free-
man, 1990). Each monocular receptive field is selective
for spatial frequency and orientation and is modelled as
an oriented one-dimensional Gabor function. Disparity
selectivity results from interocular differences in the
phase of these Gabors, and the value of this phase
disparity can be recovered trivially from these cell
responses. Data from human psychophysics which
shows that stereoscopic vision is mediated by indepen-
dent spatial frequency and orientation channels (Julesz
& Miller, 1975; Mansfield & Parker, 1993; Prince, Eagle
& Rogers, 1998) is consistent with this model.
Cumming & Parker (1997) have measured the re-
sponses of equivalent disparity sensitive cells in
macaque V1 and have suggested that these cells do not
represent an explicit solution to the correspondence
problem. Cumming and Parker presented anti-corre-
lated stereograms (stereo pairs in which one eye’s image
is contrast reversed) and measured both cell responses
and depth discrimination performance. Neither pri-
mates, nor humans were able to perform depth discrim-
ination in these stimuli, even with extreme training
(Cumming & Parker, 1997; Cumming, Shapiro &
Parker, 1998). However, the magnitude of the V1 cell
responses was similar to that for correlated random dot
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stereograms. This implies the existence of a second
stage of stereopsis, which possibly combines informa-
tion across space, scale and:or orientation to find a
‘global’ solution to the correspondence problem. A
possible site for this in primates is MT, where stimula-
tion of cells has recently been shown to influence
stereoscopic depth discrimination performance (DeAn-
gelis, Cumming & Newsome, 1998).
Hence, cortical computation of disparity may be
similar in structure to early two-stage computational
models of the correspondence problem (e.g. Marr &
Poggio, 1979). In the first stage disparity is encoded
independently by a set of local bandpass filters. In the
second stage the outputs of these filters are combined to
produce a coherent disparity estimate. Current opinion
holds that the first stage is well understood and consists
of a simple phase disparity measurement, and that
research should now be focused on the second process-
ing stage of stereo correspondence.
However, recent evidence suggests that a phase dis-
parity calculation is insufficient to characterise the ini-
tial encoding process in human vision. A strong
prediction of the phase-encoding scheme is that the
upper disparity limit of a bandpass pattern will be 180°
phase of the centre frequency. However, earlier studies
had shown the psychophysical depth judgements were
possible with diplopic stimuli at large disparities (e.g.
Ogle, 1953). Prince and Eagle (1999) investigated the
validity of the phase disparity model by measuring
psychophysical contrast sensitivity for crossed vs un-
crossed disparity discrimination in isolated Gabor
patches in which both the carrier and envelope were
shifted. They found that good performance was present
at disparities of over 3000° phase at high frequencies.
This cannot be explained by any model based purely on
phase-encoding. This result cannot be explained by
off-frequency or off-orientation looking as the contrast
threshold for this task was relatively constant as a
function of disparity. Similar conclusions can be drawn
from the earlier data of Schor and Wood (1983) and
Simmons and Kingdom (1995).
One possibility is that performance at these large
disparities is either due to monocular or dichoptic
width judgements or due to a specialised mechanism for
extraction and matching of the contrast envelope (a
second order mechanism). Indeed, the properties of
such a second order mechanism have been probed in a
number of studies (Hess & Wilcox, 1994; Wilcox &
Hess, 1995, 1996, 1997, 1998; Kovacs and Feher, 1997).
Several authors have demonstrated that performance in
these conditions is eliminated or reduced when the two
eyes contained different spatial frequency or orientation
information (Wilcox & Hess, 1996; Schor, Edwards &
Pope, 1998; Prince and Eagle, 1999). This implies that
performance is due to a stereoscopic process and that
even if this is a specialised second order system, then it
is still dependent on the carrier in some way.
Collectively, these results suggest the existence of
large-ranging positional disparity mechanisms (c.f.
Fleet, Wagner & Heeger, 1996). This implies that the
problem of initial matching is itself non-trivial. If the
range of disparity coding is greater than : 180°,
then a spatially dense stimulus will give rise to many
potential false matches in the array of detectors in
addition to the correct match. While this might extend
the range of disparity sensitivity, it also necessarily
re-introduces the correspondence problem. That this
problem is non-trivial is borne out by a second finding
from Prince and Eagle (1999). They measured DMax
(the largest disparity for correct depth discrimination)
for both Gabor and bandpass-filtered noise
stereograms. These data are re-plotted in Fig. 1. Depth
discrimination for the noise stimuli failed at large dis-
parities, even though good performance was main-
tained with Gabor stimuli. This latter result reinforces
the idea that the difficulty with the noise stimuli was
not due to a failure to encode large disparities. Rather,
these findings imply that the difficulty lay in identifying
the correct match in the presence of multiple, false ones
at smaller disparities. Similar results with bandpass-
filtered noise stereograms have been described by
Smallman and MacLeod (1994).
The current work aimed to gather some further data
on the nature of the initial matching stage of stereopsis.
Disparity discrimination performance was measured in
simple one-dimensional bandpass patterns (see Fig. 2).
Fig. 1. The maximum disparity at which 75% correct crossed vs
uncrossed disparity discrimination performance can be obtained
(DMax) as a function of spatial frequency for isolated Gabor pat-
terns and filtered noise stimuli for two subjects. The dotted line
indicates a constant 360° phase disparity. DMax is always greater for
the Gabor patterns than for filtered noise. DMax for both patterns
decreases with spatial frequency, but more slowly than a constant
phase disparity limit would suggest. Data originally presented in
Prince and Eagle (1999).
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Fig. 2. Example cross-section of monocular half-image used in these
experiments. The stimuli had a one-dimensional Gabor profile. The
stimulus pictured here corresponds to the Gabor with the smallest
envelope size (0.49°). In this example, the phase is even, although in
the experiment it was randomised from trial to trial. The axes at the
bottom of the figure indicate the spatial scale of the stimulus in both
visual degrees and in terms of the phase of the carrier component of
the stimulus which was 1.6 cpd except when it was varied explicitly.
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L0 is the background luminance, CL and CR are the left
and right contrasts respectively, and d is the disparity
which is always equal and opposite in both eyes. f
represents the (randomised) absolute phase of the car-
rier in the left and right eyes and v is the spatial
frequency of the carrier (which is always the same in
the two eyes). Finally, s is the parameter relating to the
size of the contrast envelope. This is also the same in
both eyes throughout these experiments. Note that the
disparity, d, is always introduced into both the carrier
and the envelope. The envelope size was always suffi-
ciently big for the spectra of the odd and even parts of
the stimuli to be effectively the same. The d.c. compo-
nent present in the even stimuli was negligible.
The luminance structure of these functions varied in
the horizontal direction. All stimuli subtended 16° verti-
cally which was the entire screen height at the viewing
distance of 57 cm. The Gabor patches always had a
carrier frequency of 1.6 cpd except in the final experi-
ment in which spatial frequency was explicitly manipu-
lated. Unless otherwise stated all stimuli were presented
at a Michelson contrast of 6.25%. Disparity was sym-
metrically introduced into the half-images (note that
both the carrier and the envelope were shifted). Stimuli
were presented using a Macintosh 7500 Power PC,
which drove two monitors forming a Wheatstone
stereoscope arrangement. Each monitor was driven us-
ing a video attenuator (Pelli & Zhang, 1991) to provide
an effective 12 bit resolution. The monitors were lin-
earised using a Minolta LS-110 photometer.
Data was gathered from two subjects, both of whom
were experienced psychophysical observers. On each
trial, subjects were asked to fixate on a central spot
which was always present. Nonius lines were presented
to allow the observer to monitor their vergence state
and ensure correct fixation. Subjects viewed two stim-
uli, containing disparities of the same magnitude, but
opposite sign. These were presented in random order.
Each stimulus was presented for 150 ms, with an inter
stimulus interval of 500 ms. The stimulus presentation
time is too short for vergence movements to be made
(Rashbass & Westheimer, 1961). Subjects were asked to
indicate which interval contained the crossed disparity
stimulus.
3. Experiment 1: envelope size and stereo matching
In this experiment some basic properties of matching
behaviour in Gabor stimuli were investigated. Disparity
These stimuli preclude the existence of cross-channel
interactions. Basic parameters such as contrast, envel-
ope size, spatial frequency and disparity, all of which
are known to affect the responses of V1 cells, were
manipulated. The motivation was to gather data that
could be used to constrain future models of disparity
encoding and stereo correspondence.
2. General methods
In this experiment, crossed vs uncrossed disparity
discrimination performance in one-dimensional narrow-
band Gabor stimuli is investigated. These stimuli are
well-localised in the Fourier domain and it is assumed
that processing of these stimuli occurs primarily within
a single spatial frequency and orientation channel
(Mansfield & Parker, 1993; Prince et al., 1998). They
are also non-stochastic, simple to analyse, and can be
easily manipulated along several physiologically impor-
tant dimensions.
The left and right luminance profiles of these one-di-
mensional Gabor stimuli, L(x) and R(x) can be ex-
pressed as a function of the position, x.
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discrimination performance was measured as a func-
tion of the disparity and envelope size of the Gabor
stimuli. Disparity was varied from 0 to 720° phase in
45° intervals. Four different envelope sizes (0.49, 0.98,
2.0° and infinite) were presented. The ‘infinite’ condi-
tion comprised binocular sinusoids that filled the
whole 1621° field of view. In each condition 50
trials were presented and percentage correct perfor-
mance was measured.
Results are plotted in Figs. 3 and 4 for subjects
SAS and SJP respectively. In each case, the abscissa
shows the disparity expressed in phase angle of the
1.6 cpd carrier, and the ordinate depicts the percent-
age correct disparity discrimination. Figs. 3(a) and
4(a) depict subjects’ matching behaviour when pre-
sented with the ‘infinite’ envelope size. Performance
was initially good, but reversed between 180 and 360°
where subjects consistently responded incorrectly. This
is unsurprising and is due to the perfect periodicity of
the stimulus. Each disparity presented was ambiguous
up to an arbitrary multiple of 360° phase. For in-
stance, a presented disparity of 270° formed the
same retinal pattern as disparities of 630 and 
90°. The consistent periodic behaviour of the re-
sponses implies that the visual system finds a stable
solution under these indeterminate circumstances.
Other studies have suggested that the visual system
may choose the smallest disparity match under am-
biguous conditions (McKee & Mitchison, 1988; Mal-
lott & Bideau, 1990).
Fig. 3. Crossed vs uncrossed disparity discrimination data in one-dimensional Gabor patterns for subject SAS. On each plot the ordinate
represents the percentage correct performance and the abscissa represents the disparity of the stimulus represented in terms of carrier phase. When
the envelope is of infinite size (a), the stimulus is a sinusoid, and disparity is fundamentally ambiguous. Under these circumstances, performance
cycles between mostly correct and mostly incorrect. This is also true when the Gabor envelope size is large, but not infinite (b). When the Gabor
envelope size is small (d), performance is always correct at all disparities. At intermediate envelope sizes (c), performance is cyclical at small
disparities, but always correct at large disparities.
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Fig. 4. Crossed vs uncrossed disparity discrimination data in one-dimensional Gabor patterns for subject SJP. The data have a very similar pattern
to that found for subject SAS.
Figs. 3(b) and 4(b) show that this periodic behaviour
was also present when the envelope was relatively large
but not infinite. Although the stereogram was now
unambiguous, the visual system failed to extract this
information and chose an incorrect match. However,
Figs. 3(d) and 4(d) show that when sigma was relatively
small, performance was good at all disparities. This is
consistent with the data of Prince and Eagle (1999) who
also used a small envelope. Figs. 3(c) and 4(c) demon-
strate typical behaviour at intermediate envelope sizes.
At small disparities, reversal behaviour was exhibited,
but at larger disparities this was extinguished.
4. Experiment 2: critical envelope sizes for correct
matching
The aim of this experiment was to measure exactly
when the matching behaviour changes from mostly
correct to mostly incorrect as the envelope size of the
one-dimensional Gabor patches increases. Consider the
270° phase disparity conditions from the previous ex-
periment. Percentage correct performance for this con-
dition is plotted in Fig. 5(a) as a function of the
envelope size, s. It is clear that as the envelope size
decreased, performance improved from near 0% to near
100% correct. The aim of this experiment was to pre-
cisely measure the point at which this function crosses
the 50% point for a range of disparities.
For each magnitude of disparity tested the method of
constant stimuli was employed to estimate the value of
the spatial constant s, for which performance was at
the 50% level. Performance was measured at eight
different values of the spatial constant, s. Forty mea-
surements were taken at each of these eight levels. A
cumulative Gaussian was fitted to these data, and the
50% point was calculated in the standard way. This
represents the value of the Gabor spatial constant, s at
which the subject’s perception of the disparity of the
Gabor patch changed from mostly correct to mostly
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Fig. 5. (a) Percentage correct performance for subject SJP as a
function of envelope size for two disparities. In (b) and (c) a cumula-
tive Gaussian was fit to data of this type and the critical envelope size
at which performance was at chance was estimated as a function of
disparity for two subjects. In each case, the grey area depicts the part
of the stimulus continuum in which subjects mostly perceive depth in
the wrong direction.
incorrect. This was measured for five disparities be-
tween 180 and 360°, five disparities between 540 and
720° and five disparities between 900 and 1080°. The
previous experiment demonstrated that disparities inter-
mediate to these ranges are always perceived to be in
the correct direction. All other experimental details
were identical to those in experiment 1.
The results are shown in Fig. 5(b and c) for subject
SAS and SJP respectively. The abscissa indicates the
disparity of the two patches. The ordinate indicates the
value of the spatial constant, s, at which disparity
discrimination changed from mostly correct to mostly
incorrect. Disparities between 0 and 180° phase dispar-
ity plus an integer number of cycles were always seen in
the correct direction (i.e. 0–180°, 360–540°, 720–900°).
Disparities which are not in this range were perceived
to have the incorrect sign when s was large. The shaded
areas of the graph indicate stimuli where the disparity
sign was perceived incorrectly.
Within one cycle of phase disparity, the results can
be characterised thus. During the first 180° phase dis-
parity, performance is always mostly correct. However,
after 180°, Gabor patches with large values of s are
perceived in the wrong direction. The critical value of
sigma at which this occurs decreases with disparity until
approximately 300° and then increases again. This
asymmetric ‘u’ pattern repeats within each cycle of
phase disparity. However, in subsequent cycles, the
critical value of s increases, indicating that there is less
of a tendency to perceive the sign of the disparity
incorrectly.
There is a complex, but highly structured relationship
between the characteristics of the stimulus and the
solution of the correspondence problem. These data are
closely related to the data from the previous experi-
ment. The graphs in the previous experiment can be
thought of as four sections across the data presented
here. When the spatial constant was large, performance
oscillated between mostly correct and mostly incorrect.
When the spatial constant was intermediate, perfor-
mance oscillated at small disparities, but was always
mostly correct at large disparities. When the spatial
constant was relatively small performance was mostly
correct at all disparities.
The critical envelope size at which performance is at
chance levels is a measure of the range of envelope sizes
for which performance is mostly correct. If the critical
envelope size is large, the correspondence problem is
being solved correctly even when the stimulus resembles
a pure sinusoid, in which the disparity is fundamentally
ambiguous. In the next sections the critical envelope
size is used as a measure of the ability of the visual
system to solve the correspondence problem as other
stimulus parameters are manipulated.
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Fig. 6. The effect of contrast on critical envelope size. When the contrast is increased to 100% the critical envelope size rises across a range of
disparities, for both subject SAS (a) and SJP (b). This has been investigated more thoroughly for 270° phase disparity (c) and (d), to reveal a
gradual increase in the critical envelope size with contrast. This effectively means that the visual system extracts the correct disparity over a larger
range of stimuli for high contrast patterns.
5. Experiment 3: contrast and stereo matching
In this experiment the effect of contrast on matching
in Gabor patches was investigated. The experimental
procedure was identical to that used in experiment 2.
The critical envelope size at which performance
changed from mostly correct to mostly incorrect was
measured as a function of stimulus contrast and dispar-
ity. Fig. 6(a and b) plot the critical envelope size for
matching as a function of disparity for two subjects. In
each case, the lower curve represents the critical envel-
ope bandwidths with a stimulus contrast of 6.25% as
presented in the previous experiment. The upper curve
represents the critical envelope size with a contrast of
100%.
It is clear that the critical envelope size is always
larger at the higher contrast. Hence correct perfor-
mance was maintained until larger envelope sizes in the
high contrast stimuli. Moreover, the high contrast data
shows considerably more variation as a function of
disparity than the low contrast data. Fig. 6(c and d)
plot the critical envelope size more thoroughly as a
function of contrast for a disparity of 270° phase. It can
be seen that at this disparity the critical envelope size
increased as a function of contrast over the whole
contrast range.
Fig. 7 plots critical envelope size at 270° phase
disparity as a function of the interocular contrast differ-
ence for the two subjects. The uppermost curve replots
data from Fig. 6 in which contrast was manipulated in
both eyes. The lowermost curve presents data in which
the contrast presented to one eye was fixed at 100% and
the contrast presented to the other eye was manipu-
lated. The data show that as interocular contrast differ-
ence decreased, the critical envelope size fell much
faster than when both eyes were presented with the
lower contrast.
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Overall, these results demonstrate that the perceived
direction of matches in one-dimensional Gabor patterns
can be affected by the absolute contrast. In general, the
visual system appears to resolve correct matches from
incorrect ones better at high contrasts. This is surpris-
ing since the number of visible cycles increases as the
contrast is raised due to the threshold non-linearity.
Hence, the stimulus becomes more ambiguous at higher
contrasts. Interocular contrast differences clearly had a
much greater effect on depth discrimination. When the
interocular contrast difference was great, there was a
greater tendency to make false matches in these pat-
terns. Previous results have demonstrated that the inte-
rocular contrast ratio can influence the presence or
absence of a match in Panum’s limiting case (Smallman
& McKee, 1995). Similarly, Halpern and Blake (1988)
and Legge and Gu (1989) demonstrate that interocular
contrast differences are extremely detrimental for
stereoacuity. These results have shown that stereopsis
can be disrupted by interocular contrast ratios that
differ from unity. However, it has never before been
clearly demonstrated that this ratio can affect the per-
ceived sign of disparity within a stimulus. One possibil-
ity is that the interocular contrast differences here
disrupt one potential match more than another and
hence change the perceived disparity sign. In common
with previous studies that have examined interocular
contrast differences, we find the effect of manipulating
the interocular contrast ratio is similar, but more pro-
nounced that the effect of manipulating absolute
contrast.
6. Experiment 4: spatial frequency and stereo matching
Here, the metric of a critical envelope size was used
to investigate the effect of spatial frequency on the
matching process. If the solution to the correspondence
problem depends primarily on the carrier, one might
predict that the critical envelope size would be constant
when expressed in terms of the carrier phase. If the
contrast envelope is being extracted with no regard for
the carrier, then one might expect that the critical
envelope size would be a fixed constant value at all
carrier spatial frequencies.
Fig. 8(a) depicts the effect of manipulating carrier
spatial frequency on the critical envelope size for two
subjects. The abscissa depicts the carrier spatial fre-
quency in cycles per degree. The ordinate plots the
critical envelope size as expressed in degrees of the
carrier phase. The critical envelope size increased rela-
tive to the carrier wavelength as the carrier frequency
was increased. This demonstrates that the bandwidth of
the stimulus is not the determining factor. If the critical
envelope size was at a constant bandwidth as frequency
varied, one would expect a horizontal line on this plot.
One way of interpreting this result is that the visual
system is better at solving the correspondence problem
at high spatial frequencies than low spatial frequencies.
Fig. 8(b) shows the same results represented in terms of
absolute envelope size. When expressed in this way, the
critical envelope size decreased as a function of spatial
frequency. This suggests that the stereoscopic mecha-
nism underlying performance in these tasks must rely at
least partly on the carrier information. Simple second-
order models in which the contrast envelope is explicitly
extracted with no regard for the carrier would not
predict these data. This is compatible with the conclu-
sions of Wilcox and Hess (1996) who showed that
depth perception in second order stimuli depended
upon the orientations present in the carrier.
Fig. 7. The effect of interocular contrast differences on critical
envelope size for two subjects, SAS (a) and SJP (b). On each graph,
the closed symbols are data re-plotted from Fig. 5, in which the
contrast of stimuli presented to both eyes are manipulated together.
The open symbols represent the case where the contrast presented to
one eye is always 100% and the contrast presented to the other eye is
manipulated. As the contrast ratio deviates from 1 the critical envel-
ope size decreases quickly.
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Fig. 8. The effect of spatial frequency on critical envelope size for two
subjects. This is expressed in terms of the carrier phase (a) where a
horizontal line would correspond to a constant critical bandwidth. It
is also expressed in terms of absolute envelope size (b). The absolute
envelope size decreases with as spatial frequency increases, but not as
fast as a phase limit would predict.
ination with these stimuli was shown to extend to large
phase disparities. This is consistent with the findings of
Prince and Eagle (1999) who demonstrated that DMax
for crossed vs uncrossed disparity discrimination in
similar Gabor stimuli was considerably larger than the
180° phase limit that a phase disparity encoding model
might predict.
This result raises the question of why observers fail
to reliably perceive the disparity sign at large disparities
when the Gabor stimulus has a larger envelope. Several
other studies have also revealed that the disparity range
over which good performance can be sustained is great-
est for small isolated patches and is smaller in more
complex stimuli. Prince and Eagle (1999) explicitly mea-
sured DMax in one octave isotropically filtered noise
stimuli and found that it was considerably smaller than
for small Gabor patches of the same frequency. Small-
man and MacLeod (1994) measured the contrast
threshold for crossed vs uncrossed disparity discrimina-
tion in isotropic filtered noise patches presented in a
static window and also found that good performance
was extinguished at relatively small disparities in these
stimuli. Our finding that discrimination performance
extends over a larger range for isolated stimuli with
small envelopes is also consistent with direction dis-
crimination studies in motion perception. Eagle and
Rogers (1996) have demonstrated that DMax for mo-
tion is much larger when the element density is low.
Boulton and Baker (1991, 1993a,b, 1994) presented
randomly placed Gabor micropatterns presented in a
two-flash-apparent-motion sequence. They also demon-
strated that DMax decreased when the pattern density
was increased.
Smallman and MacLeod developed an ideal-observer
model of stereoscopic matching and showed that it did
not predict the cut-off in performance at small dispari-
ties that they found in noise stimuli. They concluded
that this cut-off in performance reflected the distribu-
tion of the units encoding disparity and suggested that
a size-disparity constraint operated in human stereop-
sis. However, the extended performance found in iso-
lated patches in both stereopsis and motion strongly
argues against this view.
A simple interpretation put forward by Eagle and
Rogers (1996) is that DMax is smaller in some patterns
due to a failure to solve the correspondence problem at
larger displacements or disparities. When stimuli have a
small number of potential false targets (e.g. Gabors
with small envelopes) performance is good over a large
range of disparities. However, when the stimulus con-
tains multiple potential false matches (e.g. Gabors with
large envelopes and narrowly filtered noise), the visual
system prefers an incorrect match at a smaller disparity.
Eagle and Rogers propose that when there are multiple
targets (e.g. in noise stimuli) a larger proportion of the
nearest-feature matches are in the incorrect direction at
7. Discussion
The primary aim of the current experiments was to
gather data that may be used constrain and assess
models of initial matching behaviour within a single
channel. In order to do this a single, well understood
stimulus has been manipulated along several dimen-
sions to examine crossed vs uncrossed disparity discrim-
ination. In the first experiment, percentage correct
performance was measured for crossed vs uncrossed
discrimination in one-dimensional Gabor stimuli. Per-
formance cycled between correct and incorrect as a
function of disparity when the envelope of the Gabor
patch was large. At intermediate sizes, performance was
cyclical at small disparities and correct at large dispari-
ties. When the envelope size was small, performance
was always mostly correct. The range of disparities over
which subjects could reliably perform disparity discrim-
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displacements between 180 and 360°. For sparse targets
like single Gabors this is not the case and the nearest
neighbour match will be correct over a much larger
range. In a separate paper (Prince & Eagle, 2000) we
develop a model based on a similar ‘small disparity’
bias, which can qualitatively account for this
phenomenon.
However, an alternative interpretation of these data
exists. Several authors have proposed that the contrast
envelope of a Gabor stimulus can explicitly be ex-
tracted by a distinct ‘non-linear’ stereoscopic mecha-
nism (Boulton & Baker, 1993a,b; Hess & Wilcox, 1994;
see also Kovacs & Feher, 1997). Indeed, Wilcox and
Hess (1995, 1996, 1997, 1998) have presented a series of
papers in which the properties of such a system are
investigated. Because filtered noise and Gabor patches
with large envelope sizes have a more uniform contrast
envelope, it is presumed that a non-linear system can-
not operate and data for such stimuli must reflect the
operation of a linear first order system based on the
carrier disparity. Hence, the difference in DMax for
these types of stimulus may result from the operation of
two distinct systems. However, Wilcox and Hess (1996),
Schor et al. (1998) and Prince and Eagle (1999), have
presented evidence suggesting that overlapping carrier
frequency and orientation content in the left- and right-
eye’s images is a prerequisite for good stereoscopic
performance in isolated Gabors even at large dispari-
ties. This argues against models of second order depth
perception that employ a simple early non-linearity to
extract envelope information, and are hence totally
independent of the carrier.
The first experiment demonstrated that for some
disparities, correct performance depends on envelope
size. In subsequent experiments, the critical envelope
size at which performance changed from mostly incor-
rect to mostly correct was measured as a function of the
parameters of the Gabor stimulus This critical envelope
size can be considered a measure of the difficulty of the
correspondence problem within a given stimulus. If the
critical envelope size is large, then the stimuli are
matched correctly over a large range of envelope sizes.
One concern with characterising the matching be-
haviour of the visual system in terms of the critical
envelope size is linked to the fact that the bandwidth of
the stimuli co-varies with the envelope size. As the
envelope becomes smaller, the bandwidth becomes
larger and more low-frequency components are present.
It is possible that these are detected by a separate
spatial frequency channel which provides an unambigu-
ous disparity estimate. However, even for the smallest
envelope size used in experiment 1, there are several
visible cycles, and the bandwidth is only 0.8 octaves at
full-width half-height. Since this is smaller than current
estimates of channel width (Prince et al., 1998), and the
stimuli are at low contrast, it is reasonable to assume
that off-frequencies were not being used in this way.
The results of experiment 2 revealed a complex, but
systematic interaction between disparity and the critical
envelope size. Performance was always correct when the
magnitude of the phase disparity was between 0 and
180° (plus any integer number of cycles). However, at
the intervening disparities between 180 and 360°, the
critical envelope size formed an asymmetric ‘u’ shape as
a function of disparity. The minimum critical envelope
size was found at larger disparities than the centre of
the interval (at approximately 300°). This asymmetry is
interesting as simple models based on cross-correlation
predict that the correspondence problem is maximally
difficult at 270° disparity (Van Santen & Sperling, 1985;
Smallman & MacLeod, 1994). One interpretation of
this result is that it is due to a bias for small disparities.
This would predict, for example, that the relative pref-
erence for a 60° match over a 300° match would
be greater than the preference for a 90° match over
a 270° match. Psychophysical evidence for such a
bias for small disparities already exists (Mallott &
Bideau, 1990; McKee & Mitchison, 1988) and is consis-
tent with the model of direction discrimination pro-
posed by Eagle and Rogers (1996).
Experiment 3 demonstrated that increases in contrast
produced small increases in the critical envelope size
(i.e. eased the correspondence problem in these stimuli).
This may have been due an increase in the signal:noise
ratio that allowed the correct depth direction to be
identified, or may have allowed off-frequency or off-
orientation looking. The finding is also compatible with
the data of Schor and Howarth (1986) who showed that
reductions in contrast may bias the perceived depth
sign towards uncrossed disparities. It was noted that
the gain of this contrast effect appears to change as a
function of the stimulus disparity. Further experimental
work is needed to completely characterise this effect.
As the interocular contrast ratio departed from unity,
the critical envelope size decreased rapidly suggesting
that the correspondence problem was becoming much
harder. The interocular contrast ratio has been manipu-
lated in several other studies and has been shown to
affect stereoacuity (Halpern & Blake, 1988; Legge &
Gu, 1989) and to influence whether a match is made at
all (Smallman & McKee, 1995). This study has ex-
tended these results by showing clearly that the interoc-
ular contrast ratio can affect the perceived direction of
matching. These data are particularly interesting in the
light of physiological measurements of disparity tuning
under conditions where the interocular contrast ratio
differs from unity. Smith, Chino, Ni and Cheng (1997)
and Freeman and Ohzawa (1990) showed that V1 neu-
rons perform linear contrast summation or actively
compensated for contrast differences. This implies that
this contrast tuning appears at a late cortical stage.
In the final experiment, the critical envelope size was
measured as a function of the carrier spatial frequency.
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It was found that the critical envelope size decreased as
the spatial frequency increased, but not as fast as a
constant phase limit (and hence a constant stimulus
bandwidth) might suggest. This is consistent with the
data of Prince and Eagle (1999) who found a similar
slope relating DMax and spatial frequency in both
noise patches and Gabor stimuli. Smallman and
MacLeod (1994) similarly demonstrated that good
stereo performance was maintained up to greater phase
disparities at high spatial frequencies than at low spa-
tial frequencies. Dmax is also a greater phase limit with
bandpass-filtered random dot kinematograms (e.g.
Bischoff & Di Lollo, 1990). All these results suggest
that stereo correspondence operates relatively more suc-
cessfully at high spatial frequencies. These data also
argue against a second order system based on an envel-
ope disparity extraction that is completely independent
of the carrier spatial frequency. This is compatible with
a number of studies which demonstrate that stereo-
scopic performance using envelopes requires overlap-
ping spatial frequency and orientation content in the
two eyes (Wilcox & Hess, 1996; Schor et al., 1998;
Prince & Eagle, 1999).
There is currently no model of human stereo corre-
spondence that can predict the complex pattern of data
found here. In this paper the distinction has been made
between an initial matching process and subsequent
interactions between the outputs of filters selective for
different frequencies, orientations and spatial locations.
Contrary to common belief, the current findings suggest
that human correspondence is non-trivial even when
stimuli are localised to a single frequency and orienta-
tion band and have a simple planar disparity map.
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